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CHAPTER 3 Criminological Theory and Crime Explanations

3 Part 1 Criminal Justice and Criminal Paradigms (Akers 1994) noted that the criteria for determining the value of any theory are their logic, testability, empirical support, and utility. The hope is that upon constructing reasonable explanations and.

The Criminological Analysis of Notorious Serial Killers in the use of a special term in the context of crime and criminal justice. Theories cover the making and the breaking of the law, criminal and deviant behavior, as well as patterns of criminal activity. Individual theories may be either macro or micro. Theories can be used to guide policy making, and can be.

Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach proposes an economic model of crime. The optimal amount of enforcement is shown to depend on, among other things, the cost of catching and convicting offenders, the nature of punishments—for example, whether they are life or prison terms—and the responses of offenders to changes in enforcement. The discussion, the Language of Research - Jones & Bartlett Learning.

An Examination of the Impact of Criminological Theory on An Overview of Criminological Theories. Classically-based criminologists explain criminal behavior as a conscious choice by individuals based on an assessment of the costs and benefits of various forms of criminal activity. Biologically-based criminologists explain criminal behavior as determined—in part—by the.

The Student Study Guide for - Oxford University Press. The end of criminological theory is to help one gain an understanding of crime and criminal justice. Theories cover the making and the breaking of the law, criminal and deviant behavior, as well as patterns of criminal activity. Individual theories may be either macro or micro. Theories can be used to guide policy making, and can be.

The Encyclopedia of Criminological Theory those with a weaker bond to risk the negative consequences that might follow criminal behavior. The most important of these negative consequences for control theory are informal punishments rather than the formal punishments that are meted out by the criminal justice system. For example, if we commit crime, we risk facing the.

Criminology, Gender, and Race - University of Minnesota research has found that these gains are often quite limited. For example, while women are now regularly included in samples of criminological studies, the analysis of gender in such studies is often superficial at best (Sharp & Helley, 2007). As much research on the topic is nearing two decades old, this study makes a new attempt to.

The Criminology of White-Collar Crime and Cornish 1983). This work contributed to the demise of the rehabilitative ideal (Brody 1976) and forced researchers in the unit, charged with making a practical contribution to criminal policy, to review the scope and effectiveness.

Routine Activity Theory - Wiley Online Library. This dominance was short-lived, however, as a number of critiques emerged that criminal behavior was a marked departure from "traditional" criminological theories, which presumed that.
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